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Weights:
Light, Light Italic
Regular, Italic
Medium, Medium Italic
Bold, Bold Italic

Supported Languages:
Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bemba, Bosnian, Catalan,
Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English,
Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Filipino, Finnish, French,
Galician, Ganda, German, Hungarian, Icelandic,
Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Kamba, Kikuyu, Kinyarwanda,
Latvian, Lithuanian, Luo, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese, Manx,
Morisyen, North Ndebele, Norwegian Bokmål, Norwegian
Nynorsk, Nyankole, Oromo, Polish, Portuguese, Romansh,
Sango, Shona, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Spanish, Swahili,
Swedish, Swiss German, Welsh, Zulu
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DESULFURIZED
Light

C’est combien en monnaie réelle

waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex

KNEECAPPINGS
Regular

Ich komme, du dumme Witzfigur

waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex

TRILINGUALLY
Medium

J’arrive, espèce de nain rabougri

waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex

RECEPTIONIST
Bold

Sgíw uu hl xiláadaang
waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex
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FORBIDDINGLY

Light Italic

Mi volas brakumi tiun sciuron
waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex

EXTRACRANIAL

Italic

Bitte nur ein kleines Glas
waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex

Medium Italic

MICROBALANCE
Jeg er allergisk over for muskatnød

waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex
Bold Italic

HARBORMASTER

Un vaso pequeño nomás, por favor
waltz, bad nymph, for quick jigs vex
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PETTIFOGGINGS

BAREFOOTED
doubting thomas

Tá póit orm
GUSTO KUNG MOSAKAY SA KABAW

ziškópela waŋží wačhíŋ

ZOOXANTHELLAE
make both ends meet

Où est le placard?
Wir wollen ihre kühe und schafe sehen

Cartilage
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Light / Light Italic - 9pt/12pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon which was laid an asphalt concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient
fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined asphaltum and 1 part crude petroleum, was
boiled in another kettle. The boiling hot paste was poured with ladles over the hot stone, and the whole mixed
over the fire with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in hot iron wheelbarrows, placed in
a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons. The concrete was laid in strips 4 to 6 ft. wide, the edges being
coated with hot paste. After the whole reservoir was lined, it was painted with the asphalt paste, boiled much
longer, until when cold it was hard and stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient
fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street paving
outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts.

Regular / Italic - 9pt/12pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon which was laid an asphalt
concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street
paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined asphaltum and 1 part crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle. The boiling hot paste was poured with ladles over the hot stone, and the
whole mixed over the fire with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in hot iron wheelbarrows, placed in a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons. The concrete was laid in strips 4 to 6 ft. wide,
the edges being coated with hot paste. After the whole reservoir was lined, it was painted with the asphalt
paste, boiled much longer, until when cold it was hard and stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being
left in and sufficient fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles
from a street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts.

Medium / Medium Italic - 9pt/12pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon which was laid an asphalt
concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and
sufficient fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a
street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined asphaltum and 1 part
crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle. The boiling hot paste was poured with ladles over the hot
stone, and the whole mixed over the fire with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in hot
iron wheelbarrows, placed in a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons. The concrete was laid in strips 4
to 6 ft. wide, the edges being coated with hot paste. After the whole reservoir was lined, it was painted with
the asphalt paste, boiled much longer, until when cold it was hard and stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all
the fines being left in and sufficient fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in
pans or kettles from a street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts.

Bold / Bold Italic - 9pt/12pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon which was laid an asphalt
concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and
sufficient fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a
street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined asphaltum and 1 part
crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle. The boiling hot paste was poured with ladles over the hot
stone, and the whole mixed over the fire with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in
hot iron wheelbarrows, placed in a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons. The concrete was laid
in strips 4 to 6 ft. wide, the edges being coated with hot paste. After the whole reservoir was lined, it was
painted with the asphalt paste, boiled much longer, until when cold it was hard and stone was broken to
2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient fine material added to fill the voids. The stone was
heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4
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Light / Light Italic - 12pt/15pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon
which was laid an asphalt concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient fine material added to fill
the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street paving
outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined asphaltum
and 1 part crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle. The boiling hot paste was
poured with ladles over the hot stone, and the whole mixed over the fire with shovels
and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in hot iron wheelbarrows, placed in
a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons.

Regular / Italic - 12pt/15pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon
which was laid an asphalt concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was
broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient fine material added
to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street
paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined
asphaltum and 1 part crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle. The boiling hot
paste was poured with ladles over the hot stone, and the whole mixed over the fire
with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in hot iron wheelbarrows, placed in a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons.

Medium / Medium Italic - 12pt/15pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth, upon
which was laid an asphalt concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone was
broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient fine material added
to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from a street
paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California refined
asphaltum and 1 part crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle. The boiling
hot paste was poured with ladles over the hot stone, and the whole mixed over
the fire with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away in hot iron
wheelbarrows, placed in a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot irons.

Bold / Bold Italic - 12pt/15pt

Mr. Robert B. Stanton describes a small log dam faced upstream with earth,
upon which was laid an asphalt concrete lining to make it water tight. The stone
was broken to 2-in. pieces, all the fines being left in and sufficient fine material
added to fill the voids. The stone was heated and mixed in pans or kettles from
a street paving outfit; and the asphaltum paste, composed of 4 parts California
refined asphaltum and 1 part crude petroleum, was boiled in another kettle.
The boiling hot paste was poured with ladles over the hot stone, and the whole
mixed over the fire with shovels and hoes. The asphalt concrete was taken away
in hot iron wheelbarrows, placed in a 4-in. layer rammed and ironed with hot
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÁÂÄÅÀÃĀĂĄǺẠẢẤẦẬ
ẰÆǼḆÇĆĈĊČĎḌḎĐÉÊËÈĒĔĖĘĚḔḖẸẼẾỀỂỆÐĜĞĠĢḠĤĦḤḪÍÎÏ
ÌĨĪĬĮİỊĲĴĶḲḴĹĽŁĻĿḶḺḾṀṂṄṆṈŃŅŇŊÑÓÔÒÕÖŌŎŐØŒṐṒǾ
ỢỞỜỚỘỖỒỐỌŔŖŘṚŚŜŞŠṠȘṢŢŤŦṬṮŨŪŬŮŰŲỤÚÛÙṲỦỨỪỮ
ỰÜŴẀẂẄÝỲŶŸỴŹŻŽẒÐÞ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáâäåàãāăąǻạảấầậằæǽḇçćĉċ
čďḍḏđéêëèēĕėęěḕḗẹẽếềểệðĝğġģḡĥħḥḫíîïìĩīĭįiịĳĵķḳḵĺľłļŀḷḻḿ
ṁṃṅṇṉńņňŋñóôòõöōŏőøœṑṓǿợởờớộỗồốọŕŗřṛśŝşšṡșṣţťŧṭṯ
ũūŭůűųụúûùṳủứừữựüŵẁẃẅýỳŷÿỵźżžẓðþ
ﬁﬂfjfbfhfkﬀﬃﬄ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzáâäåàãāăąǻạảấầậằæǽḇçć
ĉċčďḍḏđéêëèēĕėęěḕḗẹẽếềểệðĝğġģḡĥħḥḫíîïìĩīĭįi̇ịĳĵķḳḵĺľłļŀḷ
ḻḿṁṃṅṇṉńņňŋñóôòõöōŏőøœṑṓǿợởờớộỗồốọŕŗřṛśŝşšṡșṣ
ţťŧṭṯũūŭůűųụúûùṳủứừữựüŵẁẃẅýỳŷÿỵźżžẓðþ
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+=()0123456789.,:abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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